We report results of the most sensitive search to date for periodic gravitational waves from Cassiopeia A, Vela Jr. and G347.3 with frequency between 20 and 1500 Hz. The search was made possible by the computing power provided by the volunteers of the Einstein@Home project and improves on previous results by a factor of 2 across the entire frequency range for all targets. We find no significant signal candidate and set the most stringent upper limits to date on the amplitude of gravitational wave signals from the target population, corresponding to sensitivity depths between 54 [1/ 
We report results of the most sensitive search to date for periodic gravitational waves from Cassiopeia A, Vela Jr. and G347.3 with frequency between 20 and 1500 Hz. The search was made possible by the computing power provided by the volunteers of the Einstein@Home project and improves on previous results by a factor of 2 across the entire frequency range for all targets. We find no significant signal candidate and set the most stringent upper limits to date on the amplitude of gravitational wave signals from the target population, corresponding to sensitivity depths between 54 [1/
√ Hz] and 83 [1/ √ Hz], depending on the target and the frequency range. At the frequency of best strain sensitivity, near 172 Hz, we set 90% confidence upper limits on the gravitational wave intrinsic amplitude of h 
I. INTRODUCTION
A continuous stream of weak gravitational waves is expected when a compact spinning object such as a neutron star presents deviations from an axisymmetric configuration. The simplest form of non-axisymmetric configuration is when the star is deformed; The deformation is usually expressed in terms of the equatorial ellipticity of the object ε = |Ixx−Iyy| Izz , with I being its moment of inertia tensor. Compact objects of normal baryonic matter could sustain ellipticities of up to 10 −5 and mechanisms have been proposed for processes to produce such deformations [1] .
Newly born compact stars are likely to have large deformations and be spinning rapidly. For this reason young neutron star candidates are considered interesting targets for continuous wave emission. Several directed searches have been performed in the past, targeting supernova remnants in search of continuous gravitational wave emission from the putative young compact object that the remnant may harbour [2] [3] [4] .
Since no pulsations are observed from these objects the range of possible signal frequency and spindown values is very broad, and the deepest searches are very computationally intensive. For instance, the search [3] performed on Initial LIGO data, took months on the volunteer computing project Einstein@Home.
An optimisation scheme has been proposed to rationally decide how to spend the available computational budget, optimally distributing the resources among the a jing.ming@aei.mpg.de b maria.alessandra.papa@aei.mpg.de different targets and the parameter space, in such a way to maximise the probability of making a gravitational wave detection [5] . The scheme forces one to make explicit all the assumptions on source parameters and consistently consider them. Applying the procedure to a set of interesting point sources, likely compact objects at the center of young supernova remnants, with a computational budget of a few months on Einstein@Home, yields a specific set-up for a search on data from the first Advanced LIGO run (O1) [6, 7] targeting Vela Jr. (G266.2-1.2), Cassiopeia A (G111.7-2.1) and G347.3 (G347.3-0.5) [8] .
We carry out the search on the Einstein@Home infrastructure, the post-processing of the results on the inhouse super-computing cluster Atlas [9] and we describe the results in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: after a brief description of the data in Section II, we summarise the primary search run on Einstein@Home in Section III and the hierarchical follow-up searches in Section IV. The results follow in Section V. There we explain how the h 90% 0 upper limits on the intrinsic continuous gravitational wave strain amplitude are computed and how the ellipticity and r-mode amplitude upper limits are derived from these. We conclude with a discussion of the results, comparing and contrasting with existing literature in Section VI.
II. LIGO INTERFEROMETERS AND THE DATA USED
The LIGO gravitational wave network consists of two observatories in the USA, one in Hanford (WA) and the other in Livingston (LA) [10] . The O1 run of this netarXiv:1903.09119v2 [gr-qc] 22 Mar 2019 work, famous for the first direct gravitational wave detection, took place between September 2015 and January 2016 [11] [12] [13] [14] . We use data from this run.
Due to environmental or instrumental disturbances or because of scheduled maintenance periods, each detector has a duty factor of about 50% and the data set that can be used for scientific analyses is not continuous. Fourier transforms of data segments 1800s long (SFTs) are created [15] . To remove the effects of instrumental and environmental spectral disturbances from the analysis, the data in frequency bins known to contain such disturbances is substituted with Gaussian noise with the same average power as that in the neighbouring and undisturbed bands. This is the same procedure as used in [16] and previous Einstein@Home runs. This SFT data constitute the input to the search.
III. THE SEARCH
The search described in this paper targets nearly monochromatic gravitational wave signals of the form described for example in Section II of [17] from the three supernova remnants Cassiopeia A (Cas A, hereafter), Vela Jr. and G347.3.
We perform a stack-slide type of search using the GCT (Global correlation transform) method [18] [19] [20] . In a stack-slide search the data is partitioned in segments, and each segment is searched with a maximum likelihood multi-detector coherent method [21] , the so-called F-statisitic. The results from these coherent searches are combined by summing the detection statistic values from the different segments, one per segment (F i ), and this determines the value of the core detection statistic:
The "stacking" part of the procedure is the summing and the "sliding" (in parameter space) refers to the fact that the F i that are summed do not all come from the same template. In order to ease the impact of coherent disturbances present in the data, from the multi-detector and singledetector coherent detection statistics, we also compute the transient-line-robust detection statisticsβ S/GLtL [22, 23] . We use tuning parameter F (0) * = 65.8 , 52.6 and 45.4 for Cas A, Vela Jr. and G347.3 respectively and equal-odds priors between the various noise hypotheses ("L" for line, "G" for Gaussian, "tL" for transient-line). The F (0) * values given above have been computed using Eq. 67 of [22] to yield a Gaussian false-alarm probability of 10 −9 for respective searches. Important variables for a stack-slide search are: the coherent time baseline of the segments T coh , the number of segments used N seg , the total time T obs spanned by the data, the grids in parameter space and the detection statistic used to rank the parameter space cells. These parameters are given in Table II . For a stack-slide search in Gaussian noise, N seg × 2F follows a chi-squared distribution with 4N seg degrees of freedom, χ 2 4Nseg . The search parameters follow the prescription given in [8] , with search ranges in spin-down defined as follows:
and τ = 330 yrs, 700 yrs, 1600 yrs for Cas A, Vela Jr. and G347.3 respectively. Table I shows the numeric values of the ranges for f = 100Hz. The grids in frequency and spindown are each described by a single parameter, the grid spacing, which is constant over the search range. The same grid spacings are used for frequency both in the coherent searches over the segments and in the incoherent summing. The first and second order spin-down spacings for the incoherent summing, δḟ , δf , are finer than those used for the coherent searches, δḟ c , δf c , by factors γ 1 and γ 2 respectively. The measured average mismatch for the chosen grids for the Cas A, Vela Jr. and G347.3 searches is 41%, 16% and 12%, respectively [8] .
The number of templates searched in a given frequency interval varies as a function of frequency and from target to target. The reason is that the grid spacings are different for the different targets and the searched spindown ranges grow with frequency and decrease with increasing age of the target. Fig. 1 shows the number of templates searched in 1-Hz bands as a function of frequency for the three targets. Computing) architecture [24] [25] [26] which uses the idle time on volunteer computers to tackle scientific problems such as this, that require large amounts of computer power. Overall about 2 × 10 17 templates were searched. The computational work was split into work-units (WUs) sized to keep the average Einstein@Home volunteer computer busy for about 8 CPU-hours. 3 million WUs were computed to carry out this search, not including redundancy for cross-validation. Only the highest 10000 detection statistic values in each WU were communicated back to the central Einstein@Home server.
A. Identification of undisturbed bands
Even after the removal of disturbed data caused by spectral artefacts of known origin, the statistical properties of the results are not uniform across the search band. In what follows we concentrate on the subset of the signal-frequency bands having reasonably uniform statistical properties, or containing features that are not immediately identifiable as detector artefacts. This comprises the large majority of the search parameter space.
Our classification of "clean" vs. "disturbed" bands has no pretence of being strictly rigorous, because strict rigour here is neither useful nor practical. The classification serves the practical purpose of discarding from the analysis regions in parameter space with evident disturbances and must not dismiss detectable real signals.
An automatic procedure, described in Section IIF of [3], identifies as undisturbed the 50-mHz bands whose maximum density of outliers in the f −ḟ plane and average 2F are well within the bulk distribution of the values for these quantities in the neighbouring frequency bands. This procedure identifies 3% of the bands as potentially disturbed, with a much higher concentration (greater by a factor of ≈ 5) of disturbed bands below 100 Hz.
We use the line-robust and transient-line-robust β S/GLtL , which we recalculate exactly at the parameter space point for which the Einstein@Home result provides an approximate value. We indicate this recalculated value byβ S/GLtLr . The detection threshold is constant in the frequency ranges Hz , [250-520] Hz and [520-1500] Hz. We refer to these as the low, mid and high frequency range, respectively.
We pick high thresholds (see table III) which results in computationally very light follow-up stages. A deep search with lower thresholds would be much more de-manding computationally and at the end requires significant follow-ups using a different data set (see for example [27, 28] ). Since the searches reported here were performed before the release of the LIGO O2 data set, not having access to a follow-up data set, we concentrated on highly significant candidates. Lower significance candidates will be pursued in a future paper. We call "candidates" all detection statistic values, and associated waveform parameters, above the thresholds.
IV. HIERARCHICAL FOLLOW UP
We investigate the candidates above threshold to determine if they are produced by a signal or by a detector disturbance. This is done with a hierarchical approach similar to [16, 29] or more recently [28, 30] .
At each stage of the hierarchical follow-up a semicoherent search is performed, the top ranking candidates are marked and then searched in the next stage. If the data harbours a real signal, the significance of the recovered candidate will increase with respect to the significance that it had in the previous stage. On the other hand, if the candidate is not produced by a continuouswave signal, the significance is not expected to increase consistently over the successive stages. The status of each candidate through the follow-up stages is shown in figure  2 .
The hierarchical approach used in this search consists of three stages.
A. Stage 0
A clustering procedure [31] identifies as due to the same root-cause, close-by candidates in parameter space. The clustering parameters are given in the Appendix A. After clustering we have 21 candidates from Cas A, 40 candidates from Vela Jr. and 23 candidates from G347.3 above threshold. Figure 2 shows the detection statistic values of these candidates and their template frequencies.
A semi-coherent DM-off veto [32, 33] is applied to these candidates. This veto is based on a comparison between the detection statistic value obtained in the original astrophysical search and the detection statistic value that is obtained in a search for non-astrophysical signals, i.e. signals that do not present any Doppler modulation. The veto is tuned to be safe and computationally feasible. The noise rejection is assessed a-posteriori on the data. In this case the veto is not as effective as in the past [16] We follow-up each candidate that survives the previous stage with a semi-coherent search with a coherent timebaseline, of approximately 60 days. We fix the total run time to be ∼ 8 hrs on a few hundred nodes of the ATLAS computing cluster [9] . The set-up that minimizes the average mismatch, at ∼ 9%, for this computing budget has the following grid spacings:
where the superscript "(1)" indicates that this is the first follow-up stage.
From each search we take the most significant candidate as measured by theβ S/GLtLr . We set a threshold on the ratio R defined as
where the superscript "0" indicates that the detection statistic value comes from the original Einstein@Home search. With Monte Carlos of simulated follow-up results containing fake signals we experiment in constructing different discriminators, also using the transient-and line-robust statisticβ S/GLtL but find that Eq. 4 defines the most efficient detection statistic to identify the candidates for the next stage. With "most efficient" here we mean that at fixed false dismissal it yields the lowest false alarm. We use the following thresholds on R (1) for Cas A, Vela Jr., and G347.3 respectively: 3.5, 2.8 and 2.1. 18, 38 and 21 candidates are rejected (see Figure 2 ).
C. Stage 2
In this stage we follow up the remaining 3, 2 and 2 candidates from Cas A, Vela Jr. and G347.3. We use a fully coherent search over the entire data set. The search set up has an average mismatch of 0.34% and the following grid spacings:
We use the same procedure as for Stage 1, with threshold values on R (2) of 7, 5 and 4 respectively for Cas A, Vela Jr. and G347.3. R (2) is the quantity defined in Eq. 4, with the superscript "(2)" indicating that this is the second follow-up stage. No candidate passes this threshold.
We conclude that it is unlikely that any of our candidates arises from a long-lived astronomical source of continuous gravitational waves. We proceed to set upper limits on the amplitude of such signals from the three targets.
V. RESULTS

A. Upper limits on the gravitational wave amplitude
The search does not reveal any continuous gravitational wave signal hence we set frequentist 90% confidence upper limits on the maximum gravitational wave amplitude consistent with this null result as function of the signal frequency, h 90% 0 (f ). Specifically, h 90% 0 (f ) is the GW amplitude such that 90% of a population of signals with parameter values in our search range would have been detected by our search.
Since an actual full scale fake-signal search-andrecovery Monte Carlo for the entire 1480 Hz search range is prohibitive, in the same spirit as [3, 16, 29, 34] , we perform such a study in a limited set of trial bands. We choose the following 2-Hz bands in the search range to measure the upper limits: 101.9-103.9 Hz , 202-204 Hz, 339-341 Hz, 443-445 Hz, 684-686 Hz, 1054-1056 Hz , 1404-1406 Hz . All these bands were marked as undisturbed by the automated classification scheme that we used.
We simulate 1000 signals in the real detector data at fixed value of the intrinsic amplitude h 0 , drawing all other signal parameters -the frequency, inclination angle cos ι, polarization ψ and initial phase values -from a upper limits set by this search. As the number of frequency and spindown templates increases, the search becomes less sensitive.
uniform random distribution in their respective ranges.
The spindown values are log-uniform within the search range at each frequency. We consider 10 values of h 0 , spanning the range [4 × 10 −26 − 5 × 10 −25 ]. A search is performed with the same grids and set-up as the original Einstein@Home search, in the neighbourhood of the fake signal parameters. Since the follow-up stages have a very small false dismissal rate, a signal is considered recovered if a detection statistic value is found in the search results above the Stage-0 detection threshold. Counting the fraction of recovered signals out of the total 1000, yields a detection rate, or detection confidence, for each value of h 0 . The h 0 versus confidence data is fit with a sigmoid of the form
and the h 90% 0 value is read-off of this curve. An associated 95% credible interval on the fit is also derived. Figure 4 shows the C(h 0 ) curve from the 339-441 Hz CasA searchand-recovery Monte Carlos, as a representative example of the results obtained with this procedure. The uncertainties introduced by this procedure are within 10%.
For each of the targets and frequency bands we determine the sensitivity depth D 90% [35, 36] of the search corresponding to h 90% 0 (f ):
where S h (f ) is the noise level associated with a signal of frequency f . For more details on how this is computed see Appendix B. We find that the sensitivity depth values are ≈ constant in the low, medium and high frequency ranges, respectively, for each target; Table IV shows these values. As the number of frequency and spindown templates increases, the search becomes less sensitive. For this reason at fixed frequency, the sensitivity depth is larger for the older targets (G347.3 is the eldest and then comes Vela Jr.) and for the same target, the sensitivity depth is higher at lower frequencies. We determine the 90% upper limits with Eq. 7 using the measured S h and the values of D 90% shown in table IV. The results are shown in figure 3 and available in machine readable format in the Supplemental materials and at [37] . We note that the h 90% 0 curves for the different . For Vela Jr. [2] perform two different searches: one "deep", more sensitive search, assuming that the star is old and far, and the other, a search wider primarily in spindown, assuming the star to be young and close. Since the upper limits from [2] are at 95% confidence, for completeness the dashed (red) curves show our results for 95% confidence. The (blue) dashed line at the top shows the age-based upper limit. For Vela Jr. we show the most constraining age limit, i.e. the one assuming the object is farther away (900 pc) and older (5100 yrs). The limit under the assumption that Vela Jr. is young (700 yrs) and close-by (200 pc) is 1.4 × 10 −23 .
targets ( figure 3) , and all the curves derived from these (figures 5, 6, 7), have the same shape. This is because we have used the sensitivity depth as scaling factor from the same measured S h . Upper limits are not reported for frequencies that harbour spectral disturbances and were excluded from the search.
The most constraining upper limits are at ≈ 172.5 Hz for all targets and measure 1.3 × 10 −25 , 1.0 × 10 −25 and 9.5 × 10 −26 for CasA, Vela Jr. and G347.3, respectively. These numbers are well in line with the predictions made in [8] .
The straight dashed line in figure 3 shows the so-called age-based spindown limit, which is the amplitude at each frequency that is consistent with a spin evolution due solely to gravitational wave emission, for the entire age of the object. We have taken 330 yrs for Cas A, 5100 yrs for Vela Jr. and 1600 yrs for G347.3. Both the age and the distance of Vela Jr. are uncertain and typically two "extreme" scenarios are considered [2, 5, 8, 38] , a Vela Jr. that is young and close (700 yrs, 200 pc) and a Vela Jr. that is old and far (5100 yrs and 900 pc 1 ). The first scenario yields a higher maximum gravitational wave amplitude but requires a broader search to investigate the extensive range of spindown parameters. The second scenario yields a smaller maximum signal amplitude (more than a factor of ten smaller), but the range of spindown values to search is smaller, which means that computational resources can be invested in depth rather than breadth. We have plotted the age-based upper limit for the older-farthest Vela Jr., because that is the most constraining. The search we carry out could detect a signal from the younger Vela Jr.
B. Upper limits on the source ellipticity
The equatorial ellipticity ε necessary to support continuous gravitational emission with amplitude h 0 at a distance D from the source and at frequency f , is
where c is the speed of light, G is the gravitational constant and I the principal moment of inertia of the star. Based on this last equation, we can translate the upper limits on the gravitational wave amplitude in upper limits on the ellipticity of the source. The results are shown 1 We note that this old age and farthest distance is from [38] .
in figure 5 assuming a fiducial value of the principal moment of inertia of 10 38 kg m 2 . The upper limits can be scaled to any assumption for I using Eq. 8. We use the following distance estimates for our targets: for Cas A, 3.5 kpc, for Vela Jr., 200 and 900 pc, and for G347.3, 900 pc. For Vela Jr. we show two curves, corresponding to two distance estimates: 200 pc and 900 pc. For Cas A we assume 3.5 kpc and for G347.3, 900 pc.
C. Upper limits on the r-mode amplitude
Under a standard set of assumptions on the compact object, the r-mode amplitude α that would support continuous gravitational wave emission with amplitude h 0 at a frequency f , from a source at a distance D, can be written as [39] :
Using this relation we translate the amplitude upper limits in upper limits on the r-mode amplitude, as shown in figure 6 . In the optimisation scheme used to determine the targets and the search set-ups (Eq. 17 of [8] and Eq. 2 above) we assumed the largest value of searchedf to be consistent with a braking index of n = 5. We note that this is a smaller value (by ≤ 30%) than could arise from r-mode emission at the spindown limit. On the other hand thë f range that we have used is independent ofḟ , and is taken to be equal to this maximum for all spindowns at a certain frequency. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We present the most sensitive results to date for continuous gravitational waves from Cas A, Vela Jr., and G347. 3 We can exclude gravitational wave amplitudes as small as 9.5 × 10 −26 (G347.3) and ellipticities as small as 3 × 10 −8 (Vela Jr. @ 200 pc). Above 28 Hz, our upper limits are below the indirect age-based amplitude upper limits for all three targets, and for G347.3 our results are below the indirect upper limit by a factor of 30 over more than 1400 Hz, as shown in figure 7 . For frequencies higher than 200 Hz we can exclude that any of the objects have an ellipticity larger than 10 −5 , and Vela Jr., even at 900 pc, does not have an ellipticity larger than 10 −6 (10 −7 ) supporting gravitational wave emission at frequencies higher than ∼ 340 (1000) Hz. These constraints fall in a range of values that are plausible for compact stars, and significantly enhance the body of evidence that, if indeed there is a compact object at any of the locations that we targeted, its quadrupole moment is remarkably small. This search is also the first concrete application of the optimisation procedure described in [5, 8] based on which the three targets Vela Jr., Cas A and G347.3 were chosen, and the associated search set-up. The procedure maximises the overall detection probability at fixed computing budget for the search. Priors on signal frequency, spindown, source ellipticity, age and distance need to be spelled out, and this is the difficult part. However, the interplay between these priors, the sensitivity of a search to the resulting distribution of signals, the detection probability and the computing cost is hard to factor-in based on simple qualitative arguments.
One of the results that emerged from our analyses [5, 8] is that the detection probability is maximized by concentrating the computing power on the most promising three targets, Vela Jr., Cas A and G347.3. This is not obvious, in fact [2] not applying any optimisation scheme, search for emission from 15 supernova remnants, which means distributing the computing budget among more searches. Taking such an approach not only results in a different set of targets but also in search set-ups that are very different in comparison to ours, for the three common targets: for Cas A we perform 12 coherent searches, each ≈ 10 days long; [2] do one search with a time baseline of 9 days. For Vela Jr. we combine results from 8 searches, each having a coherent time baseline of 15.4 days; [2] do one search and their longest coherent length is 9.3 days. We search G347.3 by combining the results of 6 coherent searches, each over 20.4 days, whereas [2] The clustering procedure identifies multiple candidates as due to the same root cause; a single template is associated to each cluster and the follow-up stages act only on that candidate. This saves computational cost because only a single follow-up occurs for every cluster, rather than many separate follow-ups for each candidate within each cluster.
We use the adaptive clustering procedure described in [31] . The clustering is tuned to a very low false dismissal for signals at the detection threshold, by means of fakesignal search-and-recovery Monte Carlos that mimic the actual search. The resulting parameters are shown in Table V .
Appendix B: Estimate of the power spectral density for the upper limit calculations
Following Eq. 7 we compute the upper limits from the power spectral density S h and the sensitivity depth D. The power spectral density is estimated by taking, for each detector, the mean power spectral density over the frequency interval spanned by the signal frequency in that detector during the observation time covered by the search.
When computing upper limits for signal frequency bands, typically half a Hz or more wide, the power spectral density is estimated over these frequency bands. In this case the difference between detector frequency and signal frequency can be overlooked because it is much smaller than the band over which the upper limit is valid and the upper limit is based on the loudest detection statistic value in that band. In this search, instead, we do not use the loudest candidate but the fixed stage-0 threshold, and set upper limits in signal frequency with the SFT resolution. In this case we need to identify which (SFT) frequencies have actually contributed to search for a signal at a given frequency for each target and each detector, and estimate the power spectral density in that range. Figure 8 shows the power spectral density values as a function of signal frequency used to compute the upper limits for Cas A. 
